
PRODUCT BULLETIN
greenteQ Alpha Slim Lever/Lever Handle Sets 

The Alpha Slim Lever/Lever set is ideal for doors made from slim sash 
profiles, including aluminium bi-fold doors and slim section residential 
doors. 

Such products often require a door lock with a 28 or 30mm backset. In 
these cases a ‘normal’ width backplate may clash on the outer frame 
when opening or closing the door, and in some instances overhang the 
glazing bead on the glass side.

greenteQ Alpha Slim features a slim backplate, measuring just 26mm 
wide x 244mm high. This compares to standard handles that are 
typically around 32mm, or even wider.

Although at first glance the lever looks the same as that on the 
standard Alpha handle set, it is in fact slightly slimmer where it attaches 
to the backplate, so there is no overhang.

The lever also starts its sweep almost immediately and stands off the 
face of the backplate by 12mm less than the standard lever. All of 
these details are in place to prevent handle clash in operation.

The screw pitch is identical to the standard long backplate greenteQ 
Alpha and Coastline door handles, as well as many other 3rd party 
brands. Alpha Slim is fully interchangeable with those products with no 
requirement for any different door prep.

Alpha Slim is available from stock in the greenteQ Suite finishes of 
White, Black and Anthracite Grey powder coated finishes, and satin 
and polished chrome.

The handle is supplied complete with spring cassettes to ensure 
positive operation every time.

Benefits at a glance:

• 26mm backplate allows fitting to slim sashes without clashing or 
overhang

• Swept lever stands off backplate by only 49.5mm to avoid 
clashing with outer frame

• Same door prep as greenteQ Alpha, Coastline and 3rd party 
handles

• 92PZ
• Supplied with spring cassettes
• Available in 5 colours of the greenteQ Suite
• Covered by the 10 year greenteQ guarantee

Ordering details can be found overleaf.
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greenteQ Alpha Slim Lever/Lever Handle Sets 

Ordering Details

Finish VBH Code Box Qty

White RAL 9016 2QHB0321 12

Black RAL 9005 2QHB0324 12

Anthracite Grey RAL 7016 2QHB0330 12

Polished Chrome 2QHB0326 12

Satin Chrome 2QHB0327 12

Dimensions


